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Abstract
Jerusalem-Ramallah road is a regional road in north East Jerusalem. Historically, this road
continues to connect Jerusalem with the West Bank. Its role and location make this road
of national importance to the Palestinians. For the past thirty years, this road has been
reconfigured by its surrounding Israeli boundaries of Jewish settlements. During this
time, the Palestinians living along Jerusalem-Ramallah road have lived through conditions
of deformity of land confiscation, population displacement, and limited development.
Today, under the Peace Accord new realities are facing the Palestinians. The products
of their experience of dispossesion constitute their collective memory. Accordingly, this
proposal will attempt to create a cultural landscape along the Jerusalem-Ramallah road
representative of the emerging Palestinian identity and relevant to all Palestinians. This
design scheme will include plans to bring together the physical landscape with the built
form, change the role of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road, and stimulate the interaction of peo-
ple with the surrounding environment.
Thesis Supervisor: John de Monchaux
Title: Professor of Architecture and Urban Planning
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Preface
Premise
This proposal is based on the assumption that East Jerusalem
will be under the control of the Palestinian Authority and the
\building and/or expansion of any Jewish settlement will stop.
This will entail the physical and functional integration of East
Jerusalem with the West Bank. Thus, wherever they reside
Palestinians will have full access to the West Bank and
East Jerusalem. Also, the proposal assumes the making of a
Palestinian society that has developed its own democratic and
civic local values.i
Information Source
The concerns presented by the author are based on site visits, interviews, statistical data,
and research material. The site visit covered the immediate area of investigation and
beyond. Interviews were conducted with officials, consulted architects, planners, politi-
cians, academics, and ordinary residents. The statistical data include the Israeli official
year book issued on Jerusalem and other privately conducted surveys. The research
material utilized cover housing and human rights issues.
The listed sources of information shaped the author's views and methods of interven-
tion.
1. "Palestine", here in, will designate all land between Lebanon and Sinai excluding Transjordan. In this paper, " Palestinian"
will mean all those who are from or descendent of the Land of Palestine. Today's Palestinians are almost "entirely decend-
ed from the earliest recorded inhabitants of the area, who intermarried with later waves of conquerors." (McDowall, p3) The
term " Israel" here refers to the coastal area of the Land of Palestine inhabited by a majority of Jews and a minority of
Palestinians designated as Israeli Palestinians.2. " Urban Identity" will mean, here, the physical environment that repre-
sents cultural significance to its users.
Kntroduction
I. Introduction
One 'fictions" history starting from a
political reality that renders it true.
One 'fictions" a politics that does not
yet exist starting from a historical
truth.
Michel Foucault
The relationship between people and their physical environment is being constantly
shaped and reshaped. People carve out and organize the spaces that formulate their physi-
cal environment and reformulate them. Dictated by peoples' habits, values, aspirations,
desires, traditions, and norms, social behavior shapes and refashions people's physical
space. Therefore, the method followed in ordering and organizing the space includes
social meaning. Hence, the physical environment is a manifestation of how people want
to express and signify themselves.3
Before 1948, Palestine demarcated a space in which Palestinians expressed their social
order. Along the Mediterranean Sea in the west, to the Judean Desert in the east, and on
the terraced ridges with olive and orchid trees of the hinterland in between, the
Palestinians shaped their social values and their physical manifestations.
After 1948, the space of Palestine suddenly ceased representing for the Palestinians a ref-
erence system of their social values and physical environment. The space was taken over
by people who held different values, beliefs, traditions, and aspirations. The land became
known as Israel and the new people became Israelis. Thus, the space expressed their
social behavior and represented their social system. The surrounding environment stopped
representing the values, ideas, culture, and hopes of the Palestinians. The newly organized
spaces constituted boundaries for the Palestinians to settle beyond .
3. See: David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodemity,1989, pp. 201-239. Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space,
1984, pp. 68-100. Michelle de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 1984, pp 115 -13 0 . Paul Rabinow, "Power and
Truth", Rabinow on Foucault.,?, pp. 184-205
Intoduction
A regional road in north Jerusalem, Jerusalem-Ramallah road represents a sample of a
Palestinian space configured by its surrounding Israeli boundaries of Jewish settlements
(see Fig.#I). The construction of these self-contained small cities and independent urban
communities required land to build on, to ensure future expansion, and to extend the
necessary infrastructure to tie these satellite cities with West Jerusalem, and Tel-Aviv,
the capital (see Fig.H). Once the land was expropriated, it was either zoned for the
immediate building of Jewish settlements, for extending by-pass roads inaccesibleto
vehicles with West Bank plate numbers, and/or as "Green" areas which meant no build-
ing development could occur. The zoning of areas as Green is a political strategy to
keep the land unplanned until the time comes for building a settlement or extending a
by-pass road.4
Area of investigation
Fig.#I:Plan#l
Area of investegation in-r-lation to Jerusalem and
the West Bank
4. See: Sarah Kaminker, "East Jerusalem: a Casae in political Planning", Palestine-Israel Journal, vol.11, no.59,
April1995.Michael Dumper, "Israeli Settlement in the Old Jerusalem', Journal of Palestinian Studies, vol.21, no.4,
Summer 1992, pp.32-53. Kroyanker and Guiladi, Planning and Development Jerusalem 1978, (Report prepared for
the Jerusalem Committee), 1978.
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This continuous expropriation of land from the Palestinian towns of Beit Hannina,
Shu'fat, and ar-Ram have resulted in reducing the boundaries of each town (see
Fig.#III). By preventing them from expanding eastward or westward, the town dwellers
were forced to grow vertically along the Jerusalem-Ramallah regional road. With pass-
ing time, this road became the edge that separated one side of the town from the other
(see Fig.#III). Also, while the land available for building was lessening, the population
had increased significantly, since 1967 (see Fig.#IV). This increasing discrepancy
resulted in displacing much of the populations of Beit Hannina, Shu'fat, and ar-Ram.
Fig.#II: Table#1- Development of Settlement Building5
an ns Year Built Type DewIs Population Total Area
dunum/acre From
'Atarot 1970 Industri n.a n.a 1,158/4,632 ar-Ram, B.H,
Qalandiya,
Beir Naaleh
Nabi Ya'cove 1972 Urban 5,800 41,000 1,016/4,064 Hizma, B.H
Pisgat Ze'ieve 1985 Urban 18,000 40,000 4,400/17,600 Shu'fat, B.H
Ramot 973 Urban 10,000 30,000 2,916/11,664 Shu'fat, Lifta
Kamot shkol 1968 Urban 2,000 N.A 231/924 Shu'tat, Litta
Rekhes Shu'fT 1990 Urban 2,200 N.A 775/3,100 Shu'fat
Furthermore, through deliberate neglect from the municipality in extending adequate
services to these areas, these irregular conditions of physical confinements and popula-
tion displacement excacerbated the process of deformation. Also by continuing to classi-
fy these areas as villages rather than towns, the Municipality limits their opportunities
for development. The lack of physical infrastructure, public services and facilities, and
the immense difficulty and expense of obtaining building permits are manifested every-
where (see Fig.#V).
5. This table was constructed from several sources:Living in Jerusalem, East Jerusalem: a Case Study in Political
Planning in East Jerusalem, Palestinian Geographic Center, Survey of Israreli Settlements in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip ,1995. 6. Nakhal Mattar, The Outskirts of East Jerusalem, (in Arabic), 1994.
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Small Area Population Revised Estimates for 1996, 1996. and Jerusalem
District, 1996.
Town/Year 1922 1931 1945 1961 1992
BEIT HANNINA 966 1226 1590 3067 16000
SHU'FAT 422 539 760 2541 19800
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Fig.#V: Images
An Overview of Ramot and Ramot
7. Images are by author unless otherwise noted.
Pohifc Planning of Jerusalem
Source: Israel/Palestine Center for Research & Information
"Jerusalem-Ramallah Road
By-Pass Road
Road Attached to Palestinian
====="Built-j~ Ag
Palsea Built ujp w FINE
East ew M
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1. Kufar 'Aqab
2. Qalandiya
3. ar-Ram
4. 'Atarot
5. Nabi ya'cob
6. Pisgat Zeleve
7. Beit Hannina
8. Shu'fat
9. Ramot
10. Rekhes Shu'fat
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Through political planning, the towns of Shu'fat, Beit Hannina, and ar-Ram have been
reconfigured from village centers surrounded by fields of olive and orchid trees into a
haphazard sprawl along a regional road. The planning policies had obstructed the devel-
opment of these towns, caused the continuous immigration of displaced people, and
forced them to seek other areas for housing, employment and services.
On a regional level, the building of settlements has disrupted the physical connections
between Beit Hannina and Shu'fat and their neighboring towns. This physical disconti-
nuity has isolated these towns from one another. Also, the absence of municipal services
to adequate extend of transportation has resulted in functionally isolating all these
towns.
Throughout the West Bank and East Jerusalem, this condition of deformity caused by
land confiscation constitute the Palestinian experience with occupation. The layout of
Palestinian towns have been reconfigured, displacing their populations and effectively
halting their development. A more recent example, is the Har Homa project. During the
composition of this thesis, headlines have been much occupied with the building of the
Har Homa Jewish settlement on a 460 dunums (1,840 acres) forest tract on Abu
Ghuniem mountain, south of East Jerusalem. Another continuing action that has not
received similar publicity is the extension of Road 45, a by-pass road, that will cut
through Palestinian built-up areas from south to north of East Jerusalem to link the Har
Homa settlement with other existing settlements. As Palestinians struggle to build their
lives, they are confronted with the new physical and social realities implicit in this
process of deformation.
Future Planning
Do we exist? What proof do we have? The
further we get from the Palestine of our past,
the more precarious our status, the more
disrupted our being, the more intermittent
our presence. When did we become a people?
When did we stop being one? Or are we in
the process of becoming one?
Edward Said
Under the Peace Accord, a new formula for the future of Jerusalem will need to be artic-
ulated, through which, the Palestinians must create an urban identity for the emerging
nation. According to Said, the present phase of building a Palestinian nation consists of
"trying to sharpen the experience by keeping it pertinent to Palestine, thereby liberating
13
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Palestine, actually and intellectually, from the segregation and the confusion that have
captured it for so long."8 The variation in the places of living, and thus the experi-
ences, make the Palestinians heterogeneous people. But the idea of Palestine and the
facts of loss, exile, and estrangement are shared by all eight million Palestinians. The
experiences of displacement, dislocation, dispossession, and diaspora constitute the
Palestinian identity:
If I was not a Palestinian when I left Haifa as a child, I am one now.
Living in Beirut as a stateless person for most of my growing up
years, many of them in a refugee camp, I did not feel I was living
among my "Arab Brothers" ... I was a Palestinian. 9
The national poet of Palestine, Mahmud Darwish, expresses this experience of dispos-
session in one of his frequently recited poems:10
The Earth is closing on us
pushing us through the last passage
The Earth is squeezing us.
I wish we were its wheat
so we could die and live again.
I wish the Earth was our mother
so she'd be kind to us
I wish we were pictures on the rocks
for our dreams to carry as mirrors.
Where should we go after the last frontiers?
Where should the birds fly after the last sky?
Where should the plants sleep after the last breath of air?
We will write our names with scarlet steam.
We will cut off the hand of the song to be finished by our flesh.
We will die here, here in the last passage.
Here and here our blood will plant its olive tree.
8. Said, The Politics of Disposition, 1995, p.21. Current examples of this present phase: The Ministry of Education of
the PNA is working on making a national school curriculum. Palestinians never studied using their own curriculum.
The Ministry of Culture is supporting an NGO (Riwaq) in surveying and restoring the remainders of historic struc
tures in the West Bank. And The building of fort-like houses as strong roots holding to the land and signs of return by
the retunees. 9. Said, The Politics of Disposition , p. 25. 10. Mahmoud Darwish,"The Earth Is Closing on Us"Ttrans.
Salman Rushdi, he Politics of Disposition, p.28.
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It is an identity of self-assertion and affirmation against the denial of existence. Since
1948, peripherality and isolation have characterized the Palestinian's life. In such an
environment, the use of the word Palestine is an act of defiance. What continues to be
common among the eight million Palestinians is the shared experience of being
Palestinian. The fact of loss and the process and reality of displacement formulated the
Palestinian identity. This experience and its realities resulted in using customs, cuisine,
folklore, dialect, and distinctive habits as evidence of Palestinianism.11
The products of this experience of dispossession constitute the collective memory of
Palestinians even among those who had never lived in Palestine. This collective memory
is characterized by nostalgia for the Palestinian homeland and yearning for the return to
the village and the land. The Palestinians have used poetry, literature, music, and lyrics
to express the memory they have of the landscaped terrain of olive and orchid trees. For
those who were evicted from their land and homes, the environment became a memory.
Thus, for Palestinians, the land and its terrain have a cultural significance.
Accordingly, how can the emerging identity of the Palestinians be manifested in the
physical environment? In planning for the future, the symbolism of the physical envi-
ronment must be transformed to practical uses; instead of using folkloric icons to refer
to identity, Palestinians need to feel, touch, see, hear and smell the surrounding environ-
ment. This design proposal will explore ways of establishing connections between the
Palestinians and their physical environment. It will attempt to engage change along the
Jerusalem-Ramallah road to create a cultural landscape representative of the emerging
Palestinians identity which can be relevant to all Palestinians.
Based on the previous analysis of the process of deforming the Jerusalem-Ramallah
road, the following sections will discuss existing physical and social conditions of this
road and the proposed physical intervention intended to redefine its role.
11 .Politics of Disposition, p.18 .
Site
II. Site12
2.1 General Characteristics
a. Site Location
The Jerusalem-Ramallah Road has been an important road since long before cars were
dreamed of. lies in the northern region of Jerusalem. Since Ottoman times, the road has
extended north from Bab al-'Amoud (Damascus Gate), Jerusalem's main gate. As early
as the 19th century the road appears on maps, and since that time it connected Jerusalem
and the West Bank.
b. Site Title
Depending on location, the road is known by one of three names. In official sources and
reports, Nablus Road is the name used for this road. As mentioned earlier, this Road
extends from the north of Jerusalem to Nablus (52km). The road retains this name
because until recently Nablus was a prominent city (after Jerusalem the second most
important city) while ramallah, 13km from Jerusalem was a small town.13 Thus, around
the middle of this century, the land along Nablus Road was considered the outskirts of
Jerusalem. The wealthy people who wanted to move away from the noise of the Old
City lived in villas and houses along the main road. After the 1967 annexation of East
Jerusalem 6,000 Palestinians evicted from the Old City migrated to ar-Ram, Beit
Hannina, Shu'fat, and other surrounding areas in East Jerusalem. By the late eighties,
towns like Beit Hannina and ar-Ram became populated by displaced population. By this
time, the town of Ramallah had developed into a city. Today, Ramallah constitutes a
major urban center with strong ties to Jerusalem. The expansion and transformation of
Ramallah led to popular renaming of Nablus Road to Ramallah Road or Jerusalem-
Ramallah Road (see Fig.#VI).14 Despite the frontage urban development, the Road con-
tinues to function as a major North-South artery. It is the main road Palestinians use to
reach Nablus and the Northern region as well as, Bethlehem in
Before Now
the south (seeFig.#I).
Fig.#VI: Concept diagram
camptagam By author
12.The evaluations and recommendations presented in this proposal are based on the author's personal analysis.
13. "Shaping of a Nation", p. 80 . 14. In referring to the area of investigation, the paper will use the name Jerusalem-
Ramallah Road or Main Road.
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c. Area of Investigation
The area of investigation extends from Shu'fat's intersection to ar-Ram's intersection (a
distance of 5.5 km). This strip includes the built-up areas of Shu'fat, Beit Hannina,
Dahiyat al-Barid, and ar-Ram (see Fig.#VII). The borders of this site are as follows:
From the South, the main intersection after Shiekh Jarah and the French Hill with
a flyover bridge and a transportation center for the Jewish population living in East
Jerusalem. This intersection, approximately 50m wide, separates the Palestinian areas of
Shiekh Jarah from the towns of Shu'fat and Beit Hannina. Also, beyond that point
Fig.#VII:Map# 3
North Jerusalem/Area of Investigation
Areas for future
expansion.
- Main Intersection
Site
Israelis are seldom seen walking on the Ramallah road. Accordingly, the intersection
appears to be an edge that defines the southern boundary of this site.
To the north, ar-Ram intersection makes the last point of develop-
ment for a distance of approximately 2 km. This intersection deter-
mines the northern edge of the site, since it marks an interruption
in the flow of development.
On the east, the Israeli settlements and by-pass road The Israeli
located parallel to the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road act Settlements
as an edge that obstructs the expansion of the
Palestinian towns (see Fig#VIII).
On the west, the existing landscape forms a aeBRoad
natural edge. Future expansion of Palestinian
towns will be directed mainly towards the west
(See Fig.#VII).
Fig.#VIII:
Map#4/RoadMapl9
d. Physical Features
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road lies on the northern ridge of Jerusalem Hills with an average
altitude of 800m. It bisects the Old City from the north along the watershed between the
coastal plain and the Great Rift Valley of the Jordan River. The Jerusalem-
Ramallah Road corridor sits as a dividing between two distinct climates and terrains; To
the east, a Mediterranean environment, and to the west, a desert landscape. Areas, such
as, Shu'fat, Bit Hannina, and ar-Ram were built along "the saddle of the Jerusalem
Hills on both sides of the Road."i5
e. Climate
The site's climate is similar to that of Jerusalem that enjoys a mixed subtropical and
semiarid climate with warm, dry summers and cool rainy winters. Average annual rain-
fall is about 500 mm and snow falls only every two or three years. Average tempera-
tures range from about 24C in August to about lOC in January. During summer, expo-
sure to the sun's rays in Jerusalem is among the most intense on the globe.16
f. Demographics
The overall demographic characteristics of Beit Hannina and ar-Ram are found under
East Jerusalem demographics: half of the Palestinian Jerusalemites are below the age of
15. Elisha Efrat, Urbanization in Israel, 1984, p.3. 16. "Jerusalem", Britanica, vol.22, 1996.
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15; the average household of this population consists of 6 with an almost equal number
of males and females; and the work force is made up of 41% unskilled labor and 13%
professioals. However, the population of these towns is mainly displaced people. Among
those who left the Old City, 66% went to northern Jerusalem and resided in areas, such
as, ar-Ram, Beit Hannina, and Shu'fat. In addition, four percent of those who left the
West Bank (i.e. Hebron) went to the suburbs of East Jerusalem and mainly to the ar-
Ram area. In East Jerusalem, the Palestinians who returned from abroad resided mainly
in Beit Hannina.17
g. Road Users
The road users are diverse: Palestinians Jerusalemites use it to go to the West Bank for
work or entertainment. West Bankers going to Jerusalem ( with the closure, they are
allowed no further than Dahiyat Al-Barid). The commercial trucks using this road main-
ly come from Jerusalem to unload in the West Bank (the West Bank constitutes the sec-
ond market for Israeli products after the United States). The communal taxi (sarvice, a
privately owned public transportation where passengers pay per seat rather than for the
whole car) runs day and night, making several stops along the road. The road is also uti-
lized by tourist and school buses and limited public bus services. Although, traffic flow
statistics are not available, site visits, and frequent personal use of this road evidence
that rapid traffic runs on both sides throughout the day.
17.Nakhal, Sukan wa Masakin Dawahi al-Quds alSharqiya, 1996 and Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics,
Jerusalem District, 1996.
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h. Physical Layout
The Jerusalem-Ramallah Road is a regional road with 30-40m right of way. It has three
traffic lights, five gas stations, occasional vegetation, and high fences between sides of
the road to prevent J-walking. It has no on-street parking. In linear intervals there are
strips of one or two stories built-up areas with 5m to 6m setbacks are used as parking
areas (the majority of nearby residents own private cars). There are occasional lengths
of sidewalk, but these are also occupied with cars or garbage containers. Overall, the
layout is disconnected and with frequent instances of open areas lacks building align-
ment. The road itself is full of potholes and cracks. Also, the right of way includes elec-
tricity poles and freeway-like lights. With the exception of a few retail, all of the build-
ings are residential. The linear development along the road forms its edge while the
three intersections with traffic lights represent its nodes. The road itself is the path and
the attached towns act as its districts. For landmarks, people use names of stores and
locations of bus-stops and gas stations and intersections. 18
Fig.#IX General views of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road.
18. The method of using mental mapping to understand the urban fabric is described in kevin Lynch, The I
Image of the City, 1960.
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2.2 Urban Fabric
The physical and social structure of the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road where neighbor-
hoods developed along a regional road is unprecedented in the West Bank. This condi;
tion is unique to Palestinian areas which in a sense are neither a town nor a village. The
road between two urban centers (Jerusalem and Ramallah), developed alongside pockets
of Palestinian built-up areas, and inhabited mainly by displaced people. This positioning
and composition of the Site made it susceptible and vulnerable to regional forces of
change from surrounding Jewish settlements, towns, and villages. The urban fabric of
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road can be explained through the history of its demographic and
other socio-economic variables that outline the process by which its space (both physi-
cal and social) was produced. Furthermore, existing built forms and physical layout
along the Road represent a manifestation of this process.
1.Demographic Changes
The history of demographic changes takes a similar course in most of the towns
attached to Jerusalem-Ramallah Road with the difference in size and composition
of the population. All of Shu'fat, Beit Hannina, and ar-Ram began as clusters on a hill
and continued to develop predictably until the middle of this century, where war and
displacement have resulted in the following demographic shifts:
a. After 1948, influx of refugees fled from their villages (In what is today known as
West Jerusalem) and immigrants mostly from Hebron, moved to the outskirts of
Jerusalem (areas known today as East Jerusalem).
b.After the 1967 War, displaced populations came to settle steadily forming a second
ring of habitation around East Jerusalem.
c. Between 1987 and 1993 throughout the years of "Intifada" (Uprising), city
dwellers moved into less urban areas. Also, around this time the population
increased significantly. Both of these reasons led to the continuous expansion of areas
around East Jerusalem gradually forming a third ring.
d.Until today, to avoid city property taxes many Palestinians Jerusalemites leave the Old
City to areas like Beit Hannina and ar-Ram.
e.A recent demographic shift of a different scale is linked to the emerging of an
era since the Peace Accord during which some areas, such as, Ramallah and Beit
Hannina, have absorbed the Palestinians returning from abroad.
19. Hussein Barghouthi," Al-Sulta wa al-Qaraba fi Qarya Filistiniya" Al-Katib, vol . 41, 1983.
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The first and second demographic shifts included the transformation of a rural peasantry
society into an urban working class.19 The third shift included movement from one
urban center to another for employment and/or security. The structure of compounds in
the villages dominated by extended families, was mostly replaced in urban areas with
their displacement and lack of services by one story dwellings and nucleus families of
average size of 6 living in urban areas. Almost half of the population of these areas
reside in 120 sq.m. dwelling or in structurally unsound houses.2o The expansion of the
built-up areas have not been supported by any services, infrastructure or economic
strategies. Thus, a haphazard and chaotic spreadout characterized the urban environment
of the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road.
2.Socio-Economic Shifts
Today, the road itself continues its historic role as a connector between
Jerusalem and Nablus. However, as a result of other socio-economic shifts, the traffic
has increased significantly and changed in type. These shifts include:
a. Population increase resulted in increase use of the road.
b. The increased dependency on Israeli products brought with it a burgeoning flow of
trucks and other heavy vehicles.
c. The lack of nearby retail and commercial services, ( only three percent of the existen
buildings are offices and 17% are retail) added to the use of the road to obtain
such services in urban centers, such as, Ramallah and the Old City.21
d. The role of Beit Hannina and Shu'fat as dormitories added more traffic on the Main
Road as necessary access to areas of employment (e.g., Ramallah, Jerusalem).
These demographic changes and other socio-economic shifts are social manifestations
resulting from the previously mentioned process of deformation. These shifts became
physically manifest with the road's transformation from a minor local road into a busy
regional arterial road. The transformation resulted in adapting the road for traffic rather
than for people. In its current function as a fast speed, heavy traffic road cuting through
built-up strips, the road prevents interaction. As a 'passing through' road, the Jerusalem-
Ramallah Road lacks uses and functions through which urban street life can stimulate
interaction.
20. Statistical Yearbook of Jerusalem no.13-1994/95 eds. Choshen and Shahar, 1996. 21. Palestinian Geographic
Center, Survey of the Palestinian Populated Areas in Palestine, 1996.
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3.Built Form
Along the strips, the built forms are mostly residential with only a few retail stores.
Such forms appear all over the West Bank and other areas. These forms changed as the
site was inhabited by displaced town dwellers. During the development of this site, four
styles of building were adopted at different time periods:
a. Historic Core
Shu'fat's historic core (much like the cores of Biet Hanina, and ar-Ram cores) includes
a historic center from which the village expanded (see Fig.#X). It includes narrow inter-
twined streets with dwellings almost 100 years old. The buildings in this center are
made of stone with split level interior and cross vault roof. The mosque is located in the
center of the village and its tall minaret acts as a landmark. With the advent of urban
forms, the building style of historic core Shu'fat was discontinued. Today the surviving
core area lacks maintenance and infrastructure, and include recent additions of cement
and tin. (see Fig.#XI).
Fig.#X: Examples of Historic Villages in the West Bank
Fig.#XI:
Plan# 2
Shu'fat's Historic Core
21
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b. Building forms from the 1950
As the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road population became increasingly displaced urban peo-
ple, the built form was transformed into an urban style, such as two story villas and sin-
gle story houses with a modest garden and a surrounding wall (see Fig.#XII). This type
of building form is characteristic of towns like Ramallah and Nablus. Until recently,
these attractive gardens, with their citrus trees and other plants and trees, were an inte-
gral part of the house. Terraces facing the street and/or the landscape remain a persistent
element in the urban built form. The terrace acts as an intermediary space between the
very public (the street) and the very private (the house).
Fig.#XII: Views of 1950 buildings along the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road
Another type of residential form that exists on the Site is the two to three story stone
building with the first floor for retail (see Fig.#XIII). Adopted in the sixties from nearby
towns, this style is found in clusters, where elsewhere (e.g., at Ramallah-Sahit al-Sa'a) it
developed mainly around commercial centers or clusters. Ofcourse, the use of the first
floor for commercial purposes,precludes a surrounding wall and a garden.
Fig.#XIII: Views of mixed-use buildings along theJerusalem-Ramallah Road.
Site
c.Walk-up apartments
The second stage of development was the rise of five to six story of residential land con-
densed walk-up apartments (see Fig.#XIV). The Site includes the only neighborhood
built in the Palestinian area of East Jerusalem since 1967. This is the Nusiebeh Housing:
a ghetto-like cluster of walk-up apartments.21 The development of such building was
influenced
Fig.# XIV Walk-un anartments in Beit Hannina
by the nearby Jewish settlements.22 Certainly, this buildings style do not facilitate inte-
gration with landscape or terrain. Living in this buildings is a recent transformation
among the Palestinian population.The Site includes only a small number of such build-
ings due to the difficulty of issuing buiing permits under Israeli regulations.
d. Red-Tiles Hip Roofs
One of the most recent development of built form is villas built with stone and redtiles
hip roof by mainly Palestinians who were living or continue to live abroad and who
have returned permanently or for visits to the homeland. This type is morea statement
that establishes evidence of return and ties. In many cases,it is also a statement of wealth
in which a new class has emerged more prosperous than the population that remained.16.
21. the development of this complex was partially subsidized by the Israeli government in 1967 to absorb the evicted
Palestinian from the Old city. 22. See Previous sections for more detailed descriptions of the Jewish settlements.
Site
Fig.#XV:Villas with red-tile roofs.
The persistence of the red-tile hip roofs is affiliated with social status. Before the
Diaspora of the Palestinians, it was the local rich aristocrats and the colonial institutions
who could afford building with red-tile roofs. Today, because red tiles are now not as
expensive as they were, many Palestinians returning from around the World have wealth
sufficient to put a red tile roof over their new house or building. In addition to the red-
tile roofs, these villas could be two to three stories with terraces and a surrounding wall.
The buildings or villas' style could be traced anywhere from California to Saudi Arabia,
but the common element is, again, the emotion attached about being able for the first
time to build on ones own land..23
All these four different building forms are associated with the Jerusalem-Ramallah arter-
ial road.This Road functions both as a corridor for passing through traffic, as a spine to
the built-up areas and communities with which it is associated. The speed,volume, and-
type of traffic strike opportunities of contact across the Road. As a result, despite the
result, where is little interaction between people and the road. If the Main Road remains
a high speed regional road, it may be widened by local authorities to absorb more transit
traffic and less people. Thus,Jerusalem-Ramallah Road with the support of planning
boards and transportation planning needs to transform its function from a regional to a
sub-regional road.
23. This statement is based on interviews.
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III. Intervention
As mentioned earlier, Palestinian areas in East Jerusalem have suffered not only from
neglect or lack of public services, but also from laws and policies designed to confine,
segregate, and fragment the existing Palestinian built-up areas. If this pattern of political
planning continues, Palestinian fragmented agglomerations will be completely supplant-
ed by large size and scale of Jewish residential clusters. Hence, the Palestinian scattered
pockets will eventually disseminate.
The previous section reveals the mosaic nature of the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road that
reflects the disjoined adjacent urban fabric. Inhabited mainly by a displaced population,
the high speed regional road cuts through communities it should serve. Therefore, based
on these assumptions, this proposal seeks to integrate physically and functionally the
surrounding landscape along the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road.
To replace the dispossession and fragmentation of the population and physical land-
scape, this proposal aims at emphasizing a cultural landscape that can acts as a symbol
of national identity. The design scheme will include plans to bring together the physical
landscape with the built form, change the role of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road, and stimu-
late the interaction of people with the surrounding environment.
3.1 Principles
The principles repesenting the foundation for this intervention, fall under two levels
through which the fragmented pieces of this site can be transformed:
1. Design for Public Welfare
Over time, the lack of public resources and services along the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road
have led to chaos visible on all levels and scales; from the physical layout to individu-
als' daily practices in the environment. Therefore, the Palestinian National Authority
(PNA) will use urban planning as one of its tools to distribute public services for the
benefit of its citizens. Along with laws and regulations this provision of public services
will provide the alternatives necessary for people to transform their present individualis-
tic attitude towards the physical environment into a more communal one.
2. Represent the Physical Environment as a Source of Identity
The present role of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road as a speedy-regional road limits the
interaction between the people and their surrounding environment. Thus, in the physical
surroundings the residents of Beit Hannina and Shu'fat and visitors do not find sources
of identification. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a cultural landscape that includes
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local and national symbols. This suggests that designers utilize existing ingredient, such
as, landscape and historic landmarks as mnemonic devices to express experiences
shared locally and nationally. It is also essential to create new spaces designed to memo-
rialize collective experiences, e.g., lack of access to the homeland, the village, the house
and Jerusalem. Lastly, actions must be taken to urbanize the physical environment to
enhance the residents' contact with the urban fabric. Such interventions where the devel-
opment of a cultural landscape includes local and national symbols will aim to represent
the physical environment as a source of identity.
3.2 Criteria
The following criteria are based on the principles and formulate this design
scheme:
1. Establish Urban Continuity
The physical environment needs to represent a continuous and comprehensive system.
The dispersion of the urban fabric segments the interaction with the environment and
the communication between people. The Jerusalem-Ramallah Road, the physical
Fig.#XVI: Concept diagram by author.
Current Circulation Proposed Circulation
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environment surrounding it, the towns attached to it, and the neighboring areas all need
to function as an integral part. This condition could be achieved through increase of
street connections, uniformity of built form with the landscape, harmony in the physical
layout, and multiple uses and services (see Fig.#XVI).
2. Emphasize the Presence of an Urban Community:
The presence of the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road as a high speed regional road destroys
the physical continuity and limits the interaction of the towns it cuts through. The
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road needs to act as a place of connections. In transforming it into
a sub-regional road, opportunities of intersaction between the communities can occur.
3. Enhance the Local Character:
The physical environment along Jerusalem-Ramallah Road is designed to accommodate
its speed, volume and types of traffic. In this case, the road shaped the function, charac-
ter, and expansion of the towns attached to it. As towns became increasingly defined by
the function of the road their local character became diffused and eventually was sup-
planted by generic features. To protect the towns local character and shape the future,
the road needs to be transformed to sub-regional road and new developement need to be
built according to urban design guidelines.
The Jerusalem-Ramallah Road is part of an environment that includes the road itself, the
landscape, and the built-form along the Road. These elements will constitute the scales
of this intervention. Each of the three scales is not exclusive or hierarchical; at certain
points they will run parallel and/or overlap:
3.3 The Jerusalem-Ramallah Road
Currently, as a rapid-regional Road used by private and public, heavy and light, and
slow and fast traffic it limits peoples' contact and interaction. Therefore, transforming
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road into a sub-regional road is a primary issue in urbanizing the
area. Accordingly, the traffic needs to be controlled and the urban environment
enhanced. Routes of traffic, Road furniture, parking, intersections, and mixed-use are
elements of intervention addressed as follows:
1. Flow of Traffic:
Provide alternatives by redirecting the passing traffic (e.g., trucks) to the existing road
that runs parallel north-south to the eastern side of the Main Road (see Fig.#VIII).23
23. The reason for not suggesting a north-west althernative road is that the north-east already exists and it is located
along higly clustered compounds that include internal streets that use the nroth-east road as an access road only.
Another reason is to facilitate the main expansion towards the west of Shu'fat and Beit Hanina.
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The Jerusalem-Ramallah Road will run as a sub-regional limited to local traffic. In
rerouting the passing traffic from the Main Road, the volume and speed of traffic as well
as the number of trucks will decrease significantly.
2.Road Furniture:
The entire road will be paved and cleared of potholes and cracks, electricity poles, and
freeway lights. Also, sidewalks and street-lights will be extended throughout the road.
Indigenous trees with occasional intervals of areas with benches will be planted along
the road.
3.Parking:
As mentioned above, there exists no on-street parking on the Jerusalem-Ramallah Road.
This scheme proposes having such parking around areas of concentrated activities. For
the most part, there is a total distance of 14m (sidewalk plus setback) between the road
and built-up areas. This intervention proposes utilizing the existing 5m-6m setback for
sidewalk and replacing existing sidewalk for on-street parking. Parking at busy hours
(7a.m.-9a.m and 3p.m.-5p.m. all week except Fridays) will be prohibited. By slowing
traffic, this on-street parking will better interaction. Also, by providing parking areas,
sidewalks will no longer be used as parking spots,which will allow for more pedestrian
use.
4. Intersections:
From the area of Shu'fat to the area of ar-Ram (5.5km) there are three intersections with
traffic lights: Beit Hannina, Nabi Ya'cob, and ar-Ram intersections. Three more intersec-
tions are proposed (see Fig.#XVII) to control and slow traffic that will allow for pedes-
trian interaction with the Road. The intersections will also mark the location of a town
and increase connections with the north-south parallel road.
5. Mixed Use:
With the exception of minor retail use, the buildings along the Road are residential. This
scheme proposes to encourage mixed-uses by: rezoning the necessary areas from resi-
dential to mixed-use and providing incentives of tax and building fees exemption. This
transformation will entail the substitution of uses exclusively residential and the adding
of new mixed-use buildings. The uses will vary from one area of development to the
other to ensure interaction and exchange of services between the different towns.
By encouraging mixed use, the Road will allow for more interaction in the public arena
among the different town dwellers. It will bring in people living in and outside the
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road for the provided services, facilities, and activities. The avail-
ability of mixed-uses and streets with multiple functions will make the Road a source of
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interaction. The following areas will include mixed-use:
a.Villas along the Road
Around the 1950's and 1960's, villas were built along Jerusalem-Ramallah Road for its
nearness to the Old City of Jerusalem and its tranquillity compared to the noise of the
city. The architecture of these villas is prototypal and acted before as landmarks. Today,
the villas continue to exist as residences, but their presence and elegance have been
smeared by the traffic and neglected by the inhabitants. Preserving these villas will
bring out historic character that identifies part of this Site.
The location, today, as a noisy road makes the villas not appealing for residential
uses. However, the Road's strategic location makes the villas more attractive for office
and commercial space. Thus, this scheme proposes rezoning the area to mixed-use to
convert these villas into private and public uses (see Fig.#XVIII).The retail will be
mainly to cater for the needs of the working environment: daycare centers, restaurants,
banks, car rental, dry-clean, office supplies, and copy center. Public uses can include: a
public library where there is not a single library (public or private) in the whole area of
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road. The children who make half the population are in desperate
need of such public faclitiy; a school where throughout the thirty years of occupation
not a single new school was built, which makes having schools a pressing need in the
area; a vocational center where there has been interest in providing vocational training
rather than concentrating higher education on colleges only; and a national museum that
marks the imporatance of this site as a connector between Jerusalem and the West Bank.
The museum will portray the experiences of Jerusalemites whose land was confiscated,
houses were demolished, and trees cut down, and of the thousands of West Bankers who
were denied access to Jerusalem.
b. Shu'fat Intersection
Shu'fat's intersection is 1km away from the southern edge of the Site and 1.8km from
Beit Hannina's intersection. This intersection has no traffic light and is not
marked by any signs, but yet, the mosque with its minaret defines its entry. There
are minor retail activities in two story buildings around the area with garages for car
repairs on the first floor and residential on the second (see Fig.#XIX). This scheme
Fig.#XVIII :Plan#4
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Fig.#XIX :Plan# 5
Shu'fat's Intersection
3
Proposed road environment:Interaction enhanced by slow and limited traffic and on-street parking.
Source: "al-Madina al-'Arabevah".
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proposes maintaining the mixed use of residential and retail, but relocating the garages
off the road and replacing it with hardware, electronic, house supplies, and furniture
sbutcher, grocery, bakery (halawani) and ice-cream shops, and boutiques.
Right-off this intersection, Shu'fat's historic center is located(see Fig.#XI).The impor-
tance of Shu'fat's historic core for its local and national cultural significancy requires its
integration with its intersection to make it more visible and part of its public face.
Thus, it is necessary to preserve this area of Shu'fat and to consider having mixed-uses
in the historic area to make its connection with the intersection functional as well as
physical.
c. Beit Hannina Intersection
This is the main intersection on Jerusalem-Ramallah Road after the French Hill
(3.5km) and before ar-Ram intersections (2.75km). The road to the east of this intersec-
tion leads to Jewish settlements and the road to the west leads to Upper Beit Hannina
and eventually connects with highways to Tel Aviv. This intersection is well defined
through traffic lights, pedestrian crossing, a post office, and retail (see Fig.#XX).
This intersection includes public and private uses: there are two schools, residential
buildings, and mixed-use buildings. As mentioned earlier, this proposal encourages
maintaining the public and mixed-use along the Road and discontinue uses exclusively
residnetial. The existing retail activities, which are located in two story buildings with
the upper floor for residential, need to be enhanced by encouraging more local retail and
services, like flower shops, bookstores, banks, travel agents, hairdresser salons, tailors,
copy centers, video stores, grocery, juice bars, falafel and shawarma takeouts, restau-
rants, cafes, and cinemas along the road, where the elevation provide views of the town
(see Fig.#XXI). The mixed-use pattern should continue, however, future buildings will
be three to four story high to maintain street definition and human scale, otherwise the
road is too open.
The next two levels of interventions include a new element: the representation of physi
cal landscape and existing built forms as mnemonic devices for the Palestinians collec
tive experience of losing their land and on their hisotry of displacement. As mentioned
earlier, the land for the Palestinians became a national signifier, and therefore, it is very
critical for this Road due to its role and location to reflect on this source of identifica
tion.
FIG.#XX :PLAN# 6A
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3.4 Physical landscape
The terrain to the west of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road includes landscape of olives,
and functionally emphasized and weaved into the streetscape to memorialize the
Palestinian collective experience. This intervention proposes the following:
1.Open Spaces
The proposal takes advantage of the two hills located along the road as open space (see
Fig.#XXII): Tall al-Foul is located on the east side of the Road between Shu'fat and
Beit Hannina (see Fig.#VII). It is 830m high with an overview of the surrounding areas.
It is an archaeological site with an old Roman road running next to it. Tall al-Nasbeh is
located more north on today's border line of Jerusalem between al-Biereh and Kufur
Aqab (see Fig.#VII). It is 848m high and has been considered a nature reserve area since
1950's. It includes a view of al- Biereh-Ramallah from the north, the airport, Qalandia,
and ar-Ram from the south, the hinterland from the west, and Kufar 'Aqab from the
east.
The usage of these hills will serve functional and symbolic purposes: The whole area of
Jerusalem-Ramallah road is without parks or recreational areas. Therefore, by using the
open space to provide such facilites, this intervention will be fullfiling a pressing need
for the children who make half the population and hardly have any playgrounds or other
recreational places. Also, it will be serving the other half of the population who lack
open public space.
The symbolic function lies in representing these hills as meeting points where visually
Jerusalem and the West Bank can be connected. At such meeting points, the interface
between the view and the place that provide the view will memorialize the times of
sorrow when West Bankers could not reach Jerusalem: families were unable to unite,
patients unable to meet their doctors, students unable to reach their schools, and people
unable to make a living.
2. Place with a view
Along Jerusalem-Ramallah Road one can locate vistas facing west at different height
levels. The views will visually bring together the urban environment and the landscape
along the Road. Also, to mark the places with views, provision of benches will be used
to engage the pedestrians with the surrounding physical environment.(see Fig.#XXIII)
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The symbolism in making such 'places' is the fact that these views face west towards
the coast where the lost land, town, village, and house represent the heart of
Palestinians' experience of disposition.
3. Linking Objects
In addition, two pedestrian bridges are proposed at certain key points: one will be
at the point of connection between Beit Hannina and Shu'fat, and the second will
be at the present Israeli to and from Jerusalem check point located at Dahiyat al- Barid
(see Fig.# XXIV). Beside the functional use of these pedestrian bridges through which
pedestrians will be carried from one side of the Road to the other, their representation
will include local and national symbolism, respectively: The bridge in-between Beit
Hannina and Shu'fat will act as a visual connector and mark the point where these two
towns meet. The pedestrian bridge would be carrying people to and from Beit Hannina
and Shu'fat while being able to view the two towns from the bridge. The symbolic
importance in emphasizing this connection by creating a linking object is to mark the
long history of segregating and confining the towns and their dwellers and to substitute
this experience with accessability and visual integration .
The symbolism in locating a pedestrian bridge at Dahiyat al-Barid intersection is to
mark the return of accessibiltiy between the West Bank and Jerusalem. Until today, West
Bankers are denied access to Jerusalem, the heart of Palestine. This intersection holds as
a collective memory for the thousands who have been returned at the check point and
prevented from reaching Jerusalem. This bridge as a linking object will also memorial-
ize the times when reaching the 'Aqsa mosque in the Old City became a religious duty
and a profound statement fullfiled by the masses who marshed towards the city despite
Israeli roadblock, check points, and other methods of obstruction. This pedestrian bridge
as a linking object actually present in the environment will bear the connections
between the people (who hold the memory of acces denial) and the place (where access
was denied). At the same time, this bridge will functionally offer access.
Fig.#XXV :Plan# 9
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3."Fingering" of landscape and built-up areas
The layout of a village on a terraced hilltop surrounded with a terrained landscape
(Salasil ) is typical of rural areas of the West Bank (see Fig.#XXIV). This behavior of
"fingering" between landscape and built-form characterized Palestinian physical land-
scape. Hence, it was this image of the village surrounded by terrains with olive and
orchid trees that most Palestinians had to leave behind.
Fig.#XXIV
The Village of Silwan in East Examplesof Historic Villages in the West Bank near
Jerusalem. Ramallah.
Source: The Harvard Jerusalem Source: The Last Sky.
Studio.
The approach of fingering reflects on the necessary behavior between landscape and
physical layout to maintain the exchange of built forms and land in the overall physical
layout. Along Jerusalem-Ramallah Road there are two fingering models where an
exchange of landscape and built form exist: clusters of Jewish settlements located on
hilltops and low density scattered Palestinian built-up areas along the terraced land-
scape. Both of these building models are surrounded with landscape (see Fig.#XXV).
However, if the former model continued as large scale clustering, it will eventually
cover-up all the land area. At the same time, the latter model continues to allow more
land area in-between built-forms due to limited building permits that prevented large
scale unplanned development. The current situation could be altered, if the hold on
building permits was removed and unplanned high density building spreadout.
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Fig.#XXV
Jerusalem-Ramallah Road/Shu'fat Area.
Scattered Development
Source:The Harvard Jerusalem Studio
Settlement of Ramot High Density
Clustering.
Settlement of Ramot giving-up the terraced landscape for high density and
road extension.
Source: The Harvard Jerusalem Studio.
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Thus, the approach of fingering will aim to state design guidlines (e.g., control of devel
opment through density, building heights, and architectural design) through which the
terraced topography and the width of the built form could be specified to protect the
land and to maintian views.
3.5 Built Form
For the most part, the built-forms along Jerusalem-Ramallah Road were built before
1967 representing Palestinian physical manifestations prior to occupation. These build-
ings as objects of memory serving as mnemonic devices of the time at which there was
Palestine. Also, the variation in architectural styles refelct on different historic periods
prior to the occupation and act as a source of cultural identification that will be used in
shaping future architecture.
Thus, for the site to represent a cultural landscape with built forms pertaining to the
times when there was Palestine and a layout sensitive to the physical landscape it will
need to:Preserve historic buildings like the 1960's villas and layouts like Shu'fat's his-
toric core; and encourage future development sensitive to the traditional model of "fin-
gering" between the landscape and the built form.
These action strategies can be best enforced through government planning policies and
regulations. The use of zoning laws and building regulation, for example, to protect
areas (e.g., villas, historic cores..) with buildings and/or streets that represent cultural
significance. Such laws and regulation can control the building heights, density, and
design. The government urban planning standards can be implemented directly through
government (own and operate) and or by providing incentives (like, exemption from
building permits fees or provision of basic infrastructure for maintaining the terrained
landscape).
Conclusion
Conclusion
This proposal is based on assumptions that acted as the means in crossing frontiers of
political constrains. In investigating the process of defrorming and analyzing existing
conditions, this investigation attempted to construct a design scheme for the future urban
planning of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road. The implementation of this intervention rests on
a vision sponsored by the Palestinians and carried-out by the Palestinian National
Authority (PNA). This vision of vlaues and beliefs will pave the way for the making of
a Palestinian Nation.
In the field of urban planning and in the case of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road, the PNA
will need to deal with this road as a point of interaction between the different Palestinian
communities in the country (to be) and a source of symbolic meaning for the entire
Palestinian population. The national importance of this site will require the establish-
ment of an urban planning committee to include members from surrounding urban cen-
ters. This coordination will ensure strategic development for the whole area and region.
The planning committee will need to be supported by laws, regulations, design guid-
lines, and tools to protect and conserve the character of the Road and to guide its devel-
opment.
This investigation showed the susceptability of this road to the surounding trends of
urban growth. Today, in urban centers, like Ramallah, there is a tendency towards segre-
gated uses. Buildings for retail and office use are being located away from the residen-
tial areas and the previous residential building model with retail on the first floor have
been recently discontinued. Also, the 8-to-12 story building is spreading like mushrooms
in Ramallah and in many cases juxtaposed to or built on top of historic buildings. Such
trends in the future development of Jerusalem-Ramallah Road will have to filter through
its urban planning committee before it gets on the ground.
The planning committee will need to establish urban design guidelines to: preserve shu'-
fat's historic center, protect prototypal buildings, shape new architectiral design, and
ensure physical layout in harmony with the landscape. Also, the committee will need to
issue planning policies that will ensure provison of public services, control urban
growth, and protect local retail. The suggested methods of implementation will need to
be part of a regional plan. The coordination between regional and local needs will pro-
vide distribution of development based on actual needs of the area.
Conclusion
Future Research
This proposal represents a step in explaining the existing conditions of Palestinian built-
up areas. Jerusalem-Ramallah Road is part of a whole region where the outcome of this
proposal can be used to formulate similar approaches to understand the current physical
conditions of the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and Jericho. Therefore, prior to the formulation
of regional urban design guidelines and planning policies, it is of crucial value to inves-
tigate existing conditons of Palestinian built-up areas. Future research will need to
include analysis of the process of deformation that occured for thirty years to areas
inhabited, today, by Palestinians. This analysis could trace the rise of different built
forms through out the past fifty years and explain the adaptation of these forms inrela-
tion to politcal planning and socio-economic dynamics.
Once the development of the urban fabric is traced, urban design guidelines and plan-
ning policies could be established to meet existing and future needs of the Palestinian
nation.
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